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Abstract. Carbon as a catalyst and catalyst support have wide range of applications. Noble metal like platinum when
supported on carbon becomes a popular catalyst, where structure and properties of the carbon also play an important role
in the overall performance of the catalyst. In this article, we report the preparation of carbon from rice and its use as a
support for platinum catalyst. Two different catalysts were prepared using this carbon support. These catalysts were
characterized by X-ray diffraction, Raman and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The catalysts were used for hydrogen
iodide (HI) decomposition reaction of the sulphur–iodine cycle, one of the most efficient thermochemical cycles for
hydrogen production from water. The catalysts were also evaluated for the stability in the reaction conditions.
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Introduction

Continuous increase in energy demand, limited sources of
the fossil fuels and their adverse effects on the environment
pose a challenge towards the scientific community, i.e., to
develop alternate energy systems with lower carbon footprints for the sustainable development [1–3]. Hydrogen is
one of the options, which is being considered and explored
as a suitable energy carrier to fulfil the future energy
demands in an environment friendly manner [4]. Hydrogen
can be produced from fossil fuels and water. Currently,
majority of hydrogen produced is from fossil fuel-based
sources [5], with small amount coming from water. There is
need to develop methods for large-scale production of
hydrogen from water in environment friendly and efficient
way. Water can be thermally decomposed into hydrogen
and oxygen as per the following equation
D

H2 O !H2 þ 0:5O2 :
However, this has very high temperature requirement of
more than 2500°C, therefore not feasible for practical use.
This can be achieved at much lower temperatures through
a set of chemical reactions known as thermochemical
cycle [6,7]. The heat required for these cycles can be
provided by solar concentrator [8] or nuclear reactor
[9,10]. The biggest advantage of these cycles is their
higher efficiency due to direct utilization of heat. Large
number of thermochemical cycles have been proposed and
tested worldwide at different stages. Some examples are
sulphur–iodine (S–I) cycle [11], copper–chlorine cycle

[12], hybrid sulphur cycle, etc. S–I cycle is one of the
most studied cycle. It decomposes water into hydrogen
and oxygen through the three reactions as shown in
figure 1.
It is evident from figure 1 that decomposition of hydriodic acid into hydrogen and iodine is the hydrogen-producing step in the S–I cycle. This reaction is also the
hydrogen-generating step of some other iodine-based
cycles, like magnesium iodine cycle, etc. [13,14]. Hydrogen
iodide (HI) decomposition reaction is thermodynamically
limited with low conversion. A catalyst is required for HI
decomposition to increase the reaction rate in order to
achieve workable reaction rates for hydrogen production
[15]. In addition to its low conversion rates, this reaction
suffers from an additional disadvantage, i.e., the presence of
some iodine in HI. This iodine makes the reaction even less
efficient [16]. Therefore, several processes have been tried
to improve the overall efficiency of this step; for example,
use of phosphoric acid [17], reactive distillation method
[18] or concentration of HI by electro–electro dialysis
method [19]. Subsequently, a noble metal catalyst is used
for decomposing HI into hydrogen and iodine. Although
metals like Ni and Pd have also been used, Pt supported on
various supports is found to be most active catalyst for this
reaction. The supports reported are alumina [20], ceria [21],
zirconia [22] and different type of carbon supports, like
activated carbon, CNTs, graphite, etc. [23–26]. Most of the
catalysts reported are for vapour phase HI decomposition
reaction with only few reports for liquid phase in open
literature.
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Figure 1.

flowing H2–N2 mixture (8% hydrogen in nitrogen). This
catalyst is named as Pt/RC. In another case, rice was carbonized first by heating upto 600°C under N2 atmosphere
followed by addition of hexachloroplatinic acid and subsequent reduction. This catalyst will be called as RC/Pt in
subsequent discussion.

2.2

Characterization of catalyst

The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of all the
catalysts were recorded on Philips analytical diffractometer
(using Ni-filtered Cu Ka radiation). Surface area of the
samples was measured using single point BET method. The
prepared sample was characterized for carbon structure and
hybridization, using a micro-Raman spectrometer (STR300, SEKI Technotron, Japan). A fibre-coupled 532 nm CW
diode pumped solid-state laser was directed on the sample
via microscope. The Raman scattered light was collected by
the same objective lens and detected by a thermo-electric
cooled (-75°C) charge-coupled device (CCD) detector.
Samples were studied by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) using SPECS instrument with a PHOBIOS 100/150
Delay Line Detector (DLD), using Al Ka radiation
(1486.6 eV).

Experimental
2.3

2.1
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Schematic of sulphur–iodine cycle.

In addition to this reaction, platinum catalysts supported
on carbon find their application in a wide variety of reactions, ranging from proton exchange membrane fuel cell
[27], hydrogenation reaction, dehydrogenation of hydrocarbons [28], oxidation reaction [29] and conversion of
automobile exhaust, carbon monoxide oxidation [30]. Carbon is a versatile catalyst support due to its properties like
high volume to weight ratio, tunability of pore structure,
acidic/basic nature of the surface and its stability. Different
type of carbons can be prepared using different precursors
like rice husk [31], rice [32], corncob [33] and biomass [34],
using different reaction conditions [35].
In this study, we report the preparation of platinum-based
catalysts supported on carbon, which was derived by carbonization of rice. The catalysts were evaluated for their
catalytic activity and stability for liquid phase HI decomposition reaction. The advantage of choosing liquid phase
decomposition is that the product iodine is removed from
the surface of the catalyst in the form of triiodide ion. Hence
the catalyst surface is always free for the reaction. These
catalysts have been discussed in this article with respect to
their characterization, catalytic activity and stability for
liquid phase HI decomposition reaction of S–I thermochemical cycle.

2.
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Activity and stability

Preparation of catalyst

Two catalysts were prepared using carbon produced by
carbonization of rice at 600°C [32]. In this case, platinum
can be added at two stages: either before carbonization of
rice or after carbonization of rice. Thus in one case, rice was
soaked in hexachloroplatinic acid solution followed by
drying at 100°C. Next step was to carbonize the rice by
heating upto 600°C under N2 atmosphere. Finally, the
product was reduced by heating at 300°C for 3 h under

These catalysts were evaluated for liquid phase HI
decomposition reaction. Their activity as well as stability in
the reaction medium was evaluated using reactor described
in our earlier study [23]. For a typical activity run, 250 mg
of catalyst was mixed with 50 ml of 27% hydriodic acid
solution in 250-ml round bottom flask. Subsequently, the
reaction was carried out for 2 h at temperature around
120°C. After which solution was filtered to separate the
used catalyst and the eluent. The % HI decomposition was
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measured by means of titrating H? and I- ions by potentiometric titration using LABINDIA autotitrator. The used
catalysts were characterized by XRD and Raman spectroscopy for the structural changes, and the extent of noble
metal leaching was studied by inductively coupled plasma–
optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES).

3.
3.1

Results and discussion
Characterization

3.1a Powder X-ray diffraction: The XRD patterns of the
catalysts are shown in figure 2. These patterns show a broad
hump at around 23°, which is for the amorphous carbon. Pt/
RC shows peak corresponding to platinum at around 39.7°
(JCPDS No. 04-0802), while another catalyst does not have
peak corresponding to platinum in spite of having the same
percentage loading (1%). It may be due the fact that
platinum here sees a maximum temperature of 300°C
(during reduction step), therefore remains dispersed. While
in the case of Pt/RC, the maximum temperature seen by
platinum is 600°C (during carbonization step), which may
have led to agglomeration of platinum particles.
3.1b Surface morphology: The scanning electron
micrographs of the RC/Pt and Pt/RC samples are shown
in figure 3. It can be seen from these micrographs that both
the samples have a rough surface along with porous
structure. The pores are found to be of open geometry.
3.1c Surface area: Surface area of the RC/Pt and Pt/RC
samples was found to be 69.8 and 73.1 m2 g–1, respectively.

Intensity (Arb. Units)

Carbon

RC/Pt
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These values corroborate with porous structure of the
samples as observed by the SEM micrographs. There is not
much difference in surface area based on the noble metal
loading step.
3.1d Raman spectroscopy: Raman spectroscopy is used
for characterization of carbon support of the catalysts. The
spectrograph was calibrated using the 520.5 cm–1 line from
silicon wafer. The Raman spectra for the catalysts in the
range of 1000–1800 cm-1 are shown in figure 4. It clearly
shows that both the catalyst exhibits two peaks at around
1350 and 1580 cm–1, which correspond to the D and G
bands, respectively. In this case, the G band is less intense
as compared to graphite-based catalysts, and the presence of
a strong D-band suggests the presence of sp3 hybridized
carbon as well as lot of defects and edge sites [25]. It also
suggests that step at which platinum is loaded does not have
much effect on the structure of carbon.
3.1e X-ray
photoelectron
spectroscopy: Surface
compositions of the catalysts were analysed using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy. The XPS measurements for
both the catalysts were carried out in constant analyzer
energy mode using Al Ka radiation (1486.6 eV). The survey
scans of both catalysts show peaks in the spectral regions
that correspond to carbon, platinum and oxygen only.
Figure 5 shows the intensity vs. binding energy data
obtained for spectral region corresponding to Pt 4f for both
catalysts. Spectra corresponding to each catalyst can be
deconvoluted into a doublet (4f5/2 and 4f7/2) with respective
binding energies of around 71.5 and 74.8 eV. These values
of binding energy correspond to metallic state of platinum
[36,37]. Therefore, XPS study confirms that platinum present here is in zero oxidation state, which is essential for its
catalytic activity.
Figure 6 shows the spectral region corresponding to C-1s
spectral region; it can be fitted to three peaks with binding
energy 284.7, 286.0 and 287.7 eV. These peaks correspond
to sp2, sp3 and CO (carbon bonded to oxygen, C–O or C=O)
types of carbon [36]. Therefore, the oxygen present is
associated with carbon and not platinum. The presence of
sp2 as well as sp3 hybridized carbon is in confirmation with
the results of Raman spectroscopy.

3.2

Catalytic activity of the catalyst
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Pt/RC
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Figure 2.

XRD patterns of the catalysts.
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The catalysts were used for liquid phase HI decomposition
reaction. The percentage conversions values were calculated from change in H?, I– and I2 concentrations. The two
catalysts gave similar level of conversions. These values of
conversion levels were found to be similar to the activated
carbon-based catalyst earlier reported [23], and little less
than that for graphitic carbon-supported catalysts [24].
The average conversion values obtained for a typical 2 h
study at 120°C are shown in table 1, along with the
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Figure 3. SEM micrographs of (a) Pt/RC and (b) RC/Pt.
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Figure 4.

XPS spectra of Pt 4f spectral region of the catalysts.

Raman spectra of the catalysts.

conversion values for previous reported catalysts and blank
run. It can be seen that the conversion level increase significantly in the presence of the catalyst.

3.3

Figure 5.

Stability of the catalyst

The stability of these catalysts was evaluated with respect to
change in structure and platinum leaching. For stability

against structural changes, the used catalysts were analysed
by XRD and Raman spectra. Figure 7 shows the XRD
pattern of the used catalysts. There is no apparent change in
the XRD patterns of all the three catalysts. Broad peak at
*23° 2h value corresponds to the amorphous carbon,
which remains same for both the catalysts. In addition, there
is no appearance of platinum peak in the Pt/RC catalyst,
which suggests that the catalysts are stable against the
sintering of platinum particles. Also, the platinum peak
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XPS spectra of carbon 1s spectral region of the

Table 1.

Conversion (%) in 2 h at 120°C for different catalysts.

Catalyst

% Conversion

Blank
Pt/RC
RC/Pt
Pt/AC
Pt/Gr
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Figure 7.

XRD for differentially used Pt/graphite catalysts.

Figure 8.

Raman spectra for the used catalysts.

2.9
13.2
13.4
13.2 [23]
17.5 [24]

present in the Pt/RC catalyst is present in the used catalyst
as well.
Raman spectra of used catalysts are shown in figure 8.
These also do not shown any change when compared to that
of fresh catalysts. The presence as well as the intensity of G
and D bands is not affected by the reaction environment. All
these facts support the stability of catalysts in the harsh
reaction conditions.
XPS studies of the used catalyst also reveal that there is
neither any change in the oxidation state of platinum nor
any change in the structure of carbon. Overall spectrum of
the used catalyst remains same as that of fresh catalyst with
small additional peak corresponding to iodine. Figure 9
shows the spectra corresponding to iodine spectral region
for both the catalysts, where I 3d5/2 peaks appear at 619.7
and 619.8 eV for Pt/RC and RC/Pt, respectively. These
binding energy values correspond to triiodide ion (I3–)

[38,39]. This observation again validates our assumption of
formation of triiodide ions during the liquid phase HI
decomposition reaction.
The stability of the catalysts against noble metal leaching
was studied by analysing the eluent after a typical 2 h
reaction. The inductively coupled plasma–optical emission
spectrometry analysis of the eluents showed that only 0.48
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large-scale preparation and application for hydrogen production from S–I thermochemical cycle.
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